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Abstract: The feasibility of heat engines, coupled with an internal combustion engine and designed to increase
the coefficient of efficiency of hydrocarbon or other chemical fuels, was considered. The prospects of the use
of osmotic phenomena in aqueous solutions of thermosensitive polymers in order to improve the operation of
heat engines were shown. 
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INTRODUCTION was 33% CO , 44% black, 53% of nitrogen oxides, 79%

The efficiency of currently existing types of internal oxide. These and other factors make the actual search for
combustion engines (ICE) is still relatively small [1-3] and ways to improve the efficiency of motor fuel, as well as
its increase is a very important issue, especially if we the search for alternative ways of technical and physico-
consider the following well-known facts. As mentioned, chemical approaches, allowing, in particular, the use of
in particular, in [4], the raw materials for the production of renewable resources.
motor fuels (oil, natural gas, coal, etc.) are limited, while Thus, the possibility of using hydrogen as a fuel,
the growth rate of their production is rapidly increasing. which has an additional advantage as a pollution-free fuel,
World production of organic fossil fuels in 1900 amounted is actively discussed in the literature. However, as noted
to 1 billion tons of equivalent oil (TEO), in 1975-9 billion in [4], the main problem of using hydrogen as a motor fuel
TEO, in 2000-20 billion TEO [4]. for power plants is difficulties of its storage directly on

The greatest part of the derivatives of the  world’s  oil the vehicle. Storing hydrogen in a gaseous state on
(80%) is spent on maintenance of vehicles of various condition that the energy intensity of a single vehicle
kinds, with the largest share of motor fuel is necessary to refueling will be equivalent to 50 liters of gasoline, will
the needs of road transport, which is used as power require a tank volume of 300 liters at a pressure of 50 MPa.
plants of internal combustion engines [5]. The fleet of the Keeping in a liquefied state requires a low temperature (-
planet at the moment is estimated at 900 million units and 253°C), which calls for the thermostat with the volume of
this figure will undoubtedly rise, especially if we take into not less than 190 liters. Sufficiently capacious metal
account the change in the state of the domestic market in hydrides, the use of which could be economically justified
China. (the ratio of the amount of absorbed hydrogen and metal

In addition, the road transport contributes hydride volume should be about 1/3000), has not been
significantly to the environment pollution. In exhaust created yet.
gases of any reciprocating ICE nearly 280 different A significant reduction in consumption of motor fuels
components are present, a significant portion of which is derived from oil, according to current projections [4], can
toxic substances [5]. According to the Agency for be achieved by going to the cars supplied with external
Environmental Protection [6], the percentage of harmful combustion engines. In this case, as an energy resource
emissions into the atmosphere, related to the work of will be air in cylinders at a pressure of 30-50 MPa and
transportation to the beginning of the third millennium ambient   temperature   and    chemical   energy   resource
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(hydrogen, alcohol, or traditional motor fuels from organic This table accentuates that about 40% of the energy
minerals). However, the implementation of this approach of hydrocarbon fuels are imparted to the circulating water
is still at the design stage and not widely used. in the engine cooling circuit, which is dictated by the

In recent years, also discussed the possibility of peculiarities of its operation:the optimum engine operating
production of motor fuels from renewable raw material temperature is 80-900 °C, while the temperature of the
sources and actuality of such formulation of the question gases from the combustion of the fuel-air mixture in
is no longer in doubt. This is especially true for those cylinders reach 2000 °C. In other words, the energy losses
countries whose economies are depend on imported of hydrocarbon fuels, associated with its direct
hydrocarbons and their products. As noted in [6], it is in conversion into heat, are very significant. With the most
these regions, the idea of replacement of traditional fuels, general point of view, any ICE can be considered as a heat
biofuels is very popular. The relevant initiatives, including generator, which has relatively high operating
the USA and EU, have received a state support, which temperature. For automobile ICE, this heat is practically
gave a powerful impetus to their development. Today the not used (except for a cabin heating in winter for some
production of biofuels is carried out in 28 countries, structures) and can be attributed to irretrievable losses.
among them the primacy belongs to Japan, Germany and At the same time, according to simple estimates,
France [6]. Thus, the European leader in the production of carried out on the basis of the Carnot cycle,
biodiesel fuel (BF) is Germany. In 2006 it produced 3
million tons, or 10% of consumed motor fuel [6].

Another line of work involves the use of secondary
heat generated by engines [8]. In part, this approach is
implemented for a long time before, so the secondary heat
of diesel engines of marine plants is used for desalination where the temperature of the heater T = 90°C, temperature
of seawater, however, works in this direction continue, of the refrigerator T  = 25 °C, you can easily obtain the
that, in particular, is associated with not making a full use index in 18%, if we start from the most simplistic
of this type of energy. assumption that the engine is at operating temperature of

Thus, in [8] is noted, that the increase in ambient air, 90 °C is used for the operation of additional heat engine.
outside water and, as a consequence, an injected cooling By multiplying the figures to 0,18 (efficiency of heat
air leads to an increase in temperature of flue gases and machine, conjugated with engine) and 0,4 (the fraction of
corresponding loss of heat during the operation of marine energy, converted into heat), we can see, that for the
propulsion systems. The practice of the operation has idealized case of utilization of the secondary heat is
shown that with loads of 50% of the main marine diesel responsible to increase the efficiency by 7% of the total
engines,  the  thermal  energy  generated  by  rendering energy of fuel or by 25% of a typical efficiency of
tanks, exceeds the needs of a vessel in a vapor and heated automobile ICE.
water. In [8] proposed to utilize this “excess” heat of the However, this formal calculation actually gives
flue gases in a heat-insulating refrigerating machine considerably lower values, because as a “heater” in reality
(HRM) with an elaboration of a cold, which in turns is should be considered a gas medium that exists inside the
used for pre-cooling of air to the turbocharger inlet, piston at high temperatures up to 2000 °C (it is up to this
providing the engine operation. Such works as [8] are of environment, in order to ensure the normal operation of
great engineering interest, but further search of options of the engine, eventually, removes heat). Accordingly, it can
secondary heat recycling remains actual. Table 1 shows be shown that the maximum possible value of the
the average measures, commonly used in scientific efficiency of heat machine, conjugated with ICE meets the
literature [1-3] to explain the nature of energylosses in value of 120-140% of the index of efficiency of a typical
automobile ICE. car engine.
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Table 1: The energy distribution of hydrocarbon fuels, combusted in internal combustion engines, by type

Types of energy

The total energy of hydrocarbon fuels 100% The energy output with water, filling the cooling circuit 40%

The energy output with discharge gases 25%

The friction losses 10%

Effective work 25%
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This paper examines the feasibility of implementing
of heat machines, coupled with internal combustion
engines and is intended to increase the coefficient of
efficiency of hydrocarbon or other chemical fuels.

The simplest heat engine, which in principle can be
used for the above purpose, is an analog of a solar
collector. It is precisely this analogue allows more
opportunities to demonstrate the use of osmotic
phenomena in solutions of stimuli-sensitive polymers to
improve the efficiency of propulsion systems. Such
systems are already used as elements of house
construction [9], in particular, to provide hot water and
continue to be improved [10,11]. In such reservoirs under
the influence of heating of the heat-absorbing part, the Fig. 1: The solar collector scheme 
gradient of pressure in the volume of working fluid, which 1-heat tank; 2-pressure relief valve; 3-hot water
provides, in turn, the circulation of fluid within a closed drain; 4-shutoff valve; 5-feed valve; 6-cold water
loop. (Collectors without a forced pumping of coolant.) supply canal; 7-cold water gulf canal; 8-drain

A simplified diagram of a typical solar collector valve; 9-hot water supply canal
without  a  forced circulation  is  presented   in  Figure 1.
In this scheme, repeatedly tested in practice, the It is evident that the volume of solution in this
circulation  occurs only due to the natural convection. demonstrative experiment has increased about three times
The water in the reservoir expands during the heating, the in comparison with the initial state, due to swelling of
pressure in the appropriate section of the circuit macromolecular coil of the polymer in water. It should be
decreases, which causes a rise of water up the pipe of emphasized that this experiment gives a positive result
collector. Next, the heated water goes to the upper part of only at high concentration of polymer, comparable with
direct cylinder, displacing cooler water, concentrated near concentration of macromolecules in a cross-linked
the bottom of the tank, causing it to flow to the other pipe polymer network of the same chemical nature.
to the bottom of the collector. This water is heated again It is quite understandable, since in accordance with
and rises into the tank, closing the loop. the classical theory of ideal solutions, the difference in

For the purposes of this work it is important to note osmotic pressure is determined by the total number of
that the difference in water pressure, caused by heating, dissolved particles in each arm of the system. The number
remains low. (The coefficient of thermal expansion of of macromolecules with a large molecular weight remains
water is 3,02•10 K  at a temperature of 20-40 °C.) small even at relatively high mass concentrations of the4 1

The given indicator, more precisely, the value of the polymer. However, at higher polymer concentrations there
pressure gradient in the system at a non-uniform heating are significant deviations from the ideal, as shown in the
can be substantially increased through the use of stimuli- demonstrative experiment (Figure 2) and in similar
sensitive polymers (such polymers are well-studied experiments. At such concentrations, the polymer
objects of [12-14]. solution has the same swelling degree as a cross-linked

Figure 2 shows photographs of an experiment, counterpart. In a sense, the solution “swells” in the same
carried out by the classical scheme and demonstrates the way as a swelling cross-linked network (polymer
occurrence of osmotic pressure difference in the main hydrogel), or rather its component macromolecules swell
outer vessel (1) filled with water and the inner tube (2). and partially the permeable membrane plays the same role
Tube (2) filled with 10% aqueous solution of thermo- as the limit of cross-linked polymer network.
sensitive polymer poly-N-isopropylacrylamide, closed at The main advantage of a stimuli-responsive polymer,
the bottom by the standard dialysis membrane (3) in terms of the possibility of its use in a secondary heat
(Medicell Int. Ltd production), is not permeable for recovery, is the reversibility of swelling process. More
macromolecules of the polymer. precisely,  there  is  so-called  a   lower   critical  solubility
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Fig. 2: Photos showing the occurrence of osmotic pressure difference caused by swelling of the solution of poly-N-
isopropylacrylamide in water
(a)-in the beginning of the experiment, (b), (c)-after 3 and 7 hours from the immersion of the tube with solution
of polymer in water, respectively; arrows (1,2,3) show the levels of water in the beaker, the level of the polymer
solution in the inner tube and standard dialysis mambrane

temperature (LCST), above which the polymer solution filling of the contour with the polymer solution can
undergoes a phase transition due to the fact that the significantly increase the speed of circulation of fluid, up
solubility of macromolecules is partially lost. (More to values that make it advantageous to use rotary
precisely, it should be noted that the swelling degree of dynamos to produce additional electricity.
the macromolecular coil will be changed on reaching The essential difference between gas and the
LCST.) polymer solution is also in the fact that the change in

Direct analogy can be made with the behavior of a osmotic pressure of the solution of thermo-sensitive
gas used in heat engines such as Stirling engines and a polymer occurs abruptly. In particular, for the solution of
solution of polymer. The difference is that the gas poly-N-isopropylacrylamide the change in temperature for
pressure rises reversibly with increasing temperature and a few degrees provides the change in osmotic pressure in
the reversible increase in osmotic pressure of thepolymer several times. It also provides a significant increase in the
solution, in the contrary, with decreasing temperature is efficiency of heat engines in which a solution of the
observed. polymer will be used as the working substance. In any

Reversible changes in osmotic pressure allow the use case, such large changes in pressure differences remain
of thermo-sensitive polymer solutions in systems similar out of reach for the working substances of other types. 
to the solar collector. It is easy to predict a marked There  is one more demonstrative experiment in
increase in the rate of circulation, since the pressure paper, to illustrate the reversibility of osmotic effects, as
difference, providing circulation, reaches not a few well as the possibility of their application in heat engines
percent, as it does with respect to water, but changes for (Figure 3). 
a few times, which shows, in particular, the experiment In a glass tube (1) filled with a solution of poly-N-
(Figure 2). isopropylacrylamide,  a  plastic  float   (2)   is  placed,

The simplest unit of heat, thus, may be collected which   plays   the   role   of   a   piston,   which  separates
under the scheme with the solar collector, except that the the   “hot”  and  “cold” volumes.  The  walls  of  the  float
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Fig. 3: The scheme of the demonstrative experiment, some preliminary data, these problems can be solved by
illustrating the reversibility of the difference of the immersion of nanoparticles in solutions of thermo-
osmotic pressure sensitive polymers. 
1-the  main  tube  is  filled  with  the  solution  of
poly-N-isopropylacrylamide in water; 2-the REFERENCES
substance that plays a role of the piston; 3-
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float in the opposite direction, is appeared. Despite the
simplicity of the set of experiments, they clearly show the
availability of osmotic phenomena in solutions of stimuli-
responsive polymers to improve thermal machines.

Solving the problems of realization of the proposed
approach into practice, rather complicated, but the
possibility of their solutions are also in doubt, as in this
case it is only a modification of well-studied (both
theoretically and experimentally) types of heat engines.
The main difficulties seem to relate to optimal performance
of new type of working fluids for heat power engineering.
In particular, the problem arises from providing of multiple
stable reversibility of the collapse of macromolecules, as
well as the task of increasing its speed. According to
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